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1
Introduction

One of the critical aspects about FAIR data sharing and FAIR science is how to enable a broad use of the
shared data. To scale up the use of a database means to define an unambiguous representation of such
data and the corresponding metadata. The definition of the data and metadata representation must be
concise but flexible enough to ensure the usability of this information.

Data formats can be typically divided into three categories:

1. unstructured data;

2. contained data; and,

3. directory–based formats.

This work will focused on the second type of data format, Contained Data which is characterised by
a relation between the container and the data within it, i.e., each piece of data is enclosed into a file.

There are different types of file formats including general and domain-specific file formats. Some examples
of general data formats are .json, or .csv,, whereas domain–specific formats depend on the scientific field
related to the generation of such data, likewise .dicom (medical imagining), .FASTA (genome sequencing),
etc.

Each data file has also contains some metadata ,i.e., information about the data or the file itself. This
metadata can be internal, when it is found within the same data file, or external, if there is a separate
file containing the metadata.

The goal of this work is to define the data and metadata representation and the relationship between
both elements in the context of the SMARDY project. It is important to mention that the main data
type considered in the SMARDY project is time–series data, e.g. the sequence of time-stamped
observations provided by an Internet-of-Things device. For that reason, the proposed document and
standard definitions will be considering this type of data. Nonetheless, the potential generalisation that
could be applied to other data types, will be accounted.

To represent a dataset, we must consider three main parts of it: the data, the metadata and the per-
missions dictating how both previous elements interact with the rest of the SMARDY community. The
specific goals of this work concern the data and metadata representation, involving:
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Chapter 1. Introduction

• To define three data formats included in the platform;

• To define the metadata representation model integrated in the platform;

• To assess how the previous elements fulfil the requirements of a FAIR data repository;

• To assess how SMARDY technical features will be integrated in the data and metadata repres-
entation, and how these elements will interact with already existent data and metadata models.

SMARDY: 13th July 2022 3



2
Literature Review

2.1 State-of-the-art

The main outcome of the SMARDY project is the SMARDY data repository. For this reason, one of
the first steps is to analyse available solutions and compare their architecture and metadata models.

Table 2.1 compares the architectures of already existing Open Data platforms. A critical aspect is that
most of the mentioned software are open source based and give some flexibility to the users. In our
experience, speedy and simple deployment of the used software is a crucial part for the implementation.
Open-source software can be installed in house whereas platforms like Figshare and Zenodo are to be
installed and implemented by the help of the developer. On the contrary, Dspace, Dataverse, and CKAN
have better control in the recorded data as they are open source.

Table 2.1: Table comparison of different Open Data platforms’ architectures

Feature DSpace CKAN Figshare Zenodo Dataverse
Deployment Installation

package
Installation
package

Service Service Installation
package

Storage loca-
tion

Local or remote Local or remote Remote Remote Local or remote

Maintenance
costs

Infrastructure
management

Infrastructure
management

Monthly
fee

Monthly
fee

e-mail based-
free of cost

Open source V V X X V
Platform cus-
tomization

V V X Community
policies

V

Embargo
period

V Private storage Private
storage

V V

Content ver-
sioning

X V X X V

Pre-reserving
DOI

V X V V V

The aforementioned Open Data platforms are compared in Table 2.2 in terms of metadata support.
Despite Zenodo and Figshare’s software can export records compliant with established metadata schemes
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Chapter 2. Literature Review 2.1. State-of-the-art

(Dublin Core and MARC-XML, respectively), DSpace goes further by exporting DIPs (Dissemination
Information Package). This includes METS metadata records, enabling the ingestion of these packages
into a long-term preservation workflow. Moreover, although CKAN (Comprehensive Knowledge Archive
Network) and Dataverse metadata records do not follow any standard schema, these platforms allow the
inclusion of a dictionary of key-value pairs that can be used to record domain specific metadata as a
complement to generic metadata descriptions.

Table 2.2: Table comparison of metadata support in different Open Data platforms

Feature DSpace CKAN Figshare Zenodo Dataverse
Required
fields

Any pre-loaded
schema

X DC DC,
MAR-
CXML

XML

Schema
flexibility

Flexible Flexible Fixed Fixed Flexible

Validation V X X V V
Versioning X V X X V

In terms of Metadata, the CKAN platform provides a rich set of metadata for each dataset. Given its
wide-spread acceptance as a data repository and the experience of project partners (UPB) with this ser-
vice, CKAN was chosen as the data repository to underpin the SMARDY project. CKAN makes use of
the DCAT (Data CATolog) metadata standard, a Rich Data Format (RDF) vocabulary designed to fa-
cilitate interoperability between data catalogs published on the Web [1]. DCAT enables users to describe
data and related data-based services available as part of a data catalog in a standardised and readily-
interpretable manner. Section 4 will describe with more depth the standard metadata representation in
CKAN.

As it has been aforementioned, CKAN records do not follow any standard schema, but there are different
solutions to implement semantic interoperability. Whereas some disciplines have strong ontologies already
established (such as genetics or chemical compounds notation), this might not be the case for more generic
types of data. In this cases, the resources used to implement a strong semantic might not be worth, and
if so, weaker options (like glossaries of terms) should still be available.

Finally, there are also some suggestions regarding FAIR data repositories allocating research data. In this
context, the SMARDY platform should address how to link metadata to research activity. Moreover,
particularly research data is dynamically evolving, with even different versions of the same raw database
being finally published. Some aspects such as different data cleaning or pre-processing can lead to this
scenario.

On this matter, the RDA Data Citation working group recommends to include the following elements
to cite dynamically evolving data: data versioning, data timestamping and data identification. The
information about these fields should be integrated as part of the metadata. The DCAT standard, as
implemented by CKAN, is capable of accepting additional fields.

SMARDY: 13th July 2022 5
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2.2 Research Niche

The definition of data and metadata representations in the SMARDY platform should should account
existing models, but also the particular needs and requirements of the SMARDY project. This means
a research opportunity to update and extend the existing metadata templates and semantics in CKAN,
integrating the following new services that will be part of SMARDY:

• blockchain information;

• watermarking;

• statistical fingerprinting;

• versioning;

• and users’ rating.

Moreover, on top of its basic technical aspects, the SMARDY platform should also aim to be a FAIR
(Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, and Reusable) data repository [2], not only in the sense of storing
FAIR data, but also on embedding FAIR principles within the platform. This perspective must be
accounted by design into the representations of the data and metadata objects, defined in this document.

The set of features that define a FAIR data repository have been previously discussed by several authors
[3, 4]. On this matter, the RDA defined FAIR data indicators divided into essential, important and
useful according to their priority [5]. The essential FAIR indicators are the following ones:

• Findability:

– F1 – 01M Metadata is identified by a persistent identifier;

– F1 – 01D Data is identified by a persistent identifier;

– F4 – 01M Metadata is offered/published/exposed in such a way that it can be harvested and
indexed;

• Accessibility:

– A1 – 01M Metadata includes information about access conditions;

– A1 – 01D Data can be accessed manually (i.e. with human intervention);

– A1 – 02M Metadata identifier resolves to a metadata record;

– A1 – 03D Data identifier resolves to a digital object;

– A1.1 – 01M Metadata is accessible through a free access protocol;

– A1.2 – 01M Metadata includes information relevant for access control;

– A2 – 01M Metadata is guaranteed to remain available after data is no longer available;

• Interoperability:

– I1 – 01M Metadata uses knowledge representation expressed in standardised format;

– I1 – 02M Metadata uses machine–understandable knowledge representation;

• Reusability:

SMARDY: 13th July 2022 6



Chapter 2. Literature Review 2.2. Research Niche

– R1 – 01M Sufficient metadata is provided to allow reuse, following domain/discipline–specific
metadata standard;

– R1.1 – 01D Metadata includes information about the license under which the data can be
reused;

– R1.1 – 03M Metadata includes license information in the appropriate element of the metadata
standard used;

As it can be seen, most requirements comply the metadata. However, the strategies followed by avail-
able data repositories are not totally harmonised. It is frequent to find non-standard representations of
metadata as simple free–text fields, or ambiguous semantics defining the metadata attributes. This pre-
vents the mature implantation of the “Interoperability” and “Reusability” aspects of the FAIR paradigm,
especially, on the matter of metadata representation.

In summary, the research task of SMARDY involves: to integrate new services with CKAN metadata
standards; to define how these de novo elements will interact with already existent parts of the repres-
entation model; and to perform these tasks complying with FAIR indicators.

SMARDY: 13th July 2022 7



3
Data representation

Data is the epicentre of SMARDY, the main asset of the platform and it interacts with several other
elements, such as metadata and SMARDY services (Figure 3.1). the Data objects are represented by a
data type, a file format and an object identifier. In terms of data types it will be assumed that the data
will be structured. Additionally, as part of the SMARDY project requirements, the platform should
handle at least three different data formats.

Figure 3.1: Architecture of the SMARDY system illustrating an instance generated by the upload of a data
object to the platform.

Among the available cases of use, the most abundant type of database stored in the SMARDY platform
will be, presumably, time series databases provided by the SMARDY partner Beia. Time series data
are usually represented as a structured collection of timestamps, strings and numbers.

Considering both the project requirements and the available data sets, the best option to handle the
actual SMARDY scenario is to work with very generic data formats. At this stage of the project, it may
be convenient to use flexible and broadly used file types as standard formats of the SMARDY platform,
namely:

1. Comma separated value (CSV) files are spreadsheets that contain tables of rows characterised
by the same number of fields, which are separated by commas. In the particular case of time–series
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Chapter 3. Data representation

data, the structures can be defined as wide (if each row refers to the information of a different
timestamp) or long (if several rows refer to different attributes of the same timestamp). Ideally,
the SMARDY platform should be able to work with both formats, enabling the conversion between
them. One advantage of CSV files is that they can be read and processed by a large number of text
processors, applications and programming languages. This last aspect also eases their conversion
to other file formats, such as .txt or .xlsx.

2. JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) files are plain text files that define several objects by a
set of fields or attributes. This format is "self-describing" and its text–based syntax makes JSON
files easily shareable and usable by any programming language. Moreover, JavaScript has a built
in function to get JavaScript objects from the JSON text files.

These two formats can be widely used as containers of a wide spectrum of information, not only time
series data. However, there is also the possibility of expanding the SMARDY platform to allocate
more specific types of data. At this point, it could be a drawback to define the third standard file type
very rigidly. For this reason, the third file format will be defined as a flexible domain–specific
format. Some examples of domain–specific formats are used in fields such as images (.png, .jpg, etc.),
video (.mov, .mp4, etc.) or records (.rtf, .pdf, etc.).

SMARDY: 13th July 2022 9



4
Metadata standard representations

The first step towards the definition of metadata representation in SMARDY is to clarify the baseline
model. Section 4.1 will explain in more detail the DCAT model, which is CKAN’s standard metadata
model [6, 7]. Next, Section 4.2 will describe Dublin Core vocabulary. This aspect is related to the
semantic interoperability of the metadata, i.e., the meanings of the terms used to describe the information
[8].

4.1 Data Catalog Vocabulary

Metadata contains information about the databases stored in the SMARDY platform. The standard
metadata from CKAN will be used as a base. In Metadata, the CKAN platform provides a rich set of
metadata for each dataset :

• Title – allows intuitive labelling of the dataset for search, sharing and linking.

• Unique identifier – dataset has a unique URL which is customizable by the publisher.

• Groups – display of which groups the dataset belongs to if applicable. Groups (such as science
data) allow easier data linking, finding and sharing amongst interested publishers and users.

• Description – additional information describing or analysing the data. This can either be static or
an editable wiki which anyone can contribute to instantly or via admin moderation.

• Data preview – preview .csv data quickly and easily in browser to see if this is the dataset you
want.

• Revision history – CKAN allows you to display a revision history for datasets which are freely
editable by users (as is thedatahub.org)

• Extra fields – these hold any additional information, such as location data (see geospatial feature)
or types relevant to the publisher or dataset. How and where extra fields display is customizable.

• Licence – instant view of whether the data is available under an open licence or not. This makes
it clear to users whether they have the rights to use, change and re-distribute the data.
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Chapter 4. Metadata standard representations 4.1. Data Catalog Vocabulary

• Tags – see what labels the dataset in question belongs to. Tags also allow for browsing between
similarly tagged datasets in addition to enabling better discoverability through tag search and
faceting by tags.

• Multiple formats (if provided) – see the different formats the data has been made available in
quickly in a table, with any further information relating to specific files provided inline.

• API key – allows access every metadata field of the dataset and ability to change the data if you
have the relevant permissions via API.

All these fields are part of the default standard supported by CKAN, which is called DCAT (Data Catalog
Vocabulary) version 2 [1]. The DCAT vocabulary, which is the Resource Description Framework (RDF)
used by CKAN and designed to facilitate interoperability between data catalogs published on the Web.
This section defines the schema, provides examples for its use and assess how it integrates the mandatory
FAIR principles discussed in Chapter 2.

DCAT enables a publisher to describe datasets and data services in a catalog using a standard model
and vocabulary that facilitates the consumption and aggregation of metadata from multiple catalogs.
This can increase the discoverability of datasets and data services. It also makes it possible to have
a decentralised approach to publishing data catalogs and makes federated search for datasets across
catalogs in multiple sites possible using the same query mechanism and structure. Aggregated DCAT
metadata can serve as a manifest file as part of the digital preservation process.

DCAT is based around six main classes (Figure 4.1):

• dcat:Catalog represents a catalog, which is a dataset in which each individual item is a metadata
record describing some resource; the scope of dcat:Catalog is collections of metadata about datasets
or data services.

• dcat:Resource represents a dataset, a data service or any other resource that may be described by
a metadata record in a catalog. This class is not intended to be used directly, but is the parent
class of dcat:Dataset, dcat:DataService and dcat:Catalog. Member items in a catalog should be
members of one of the sub-classes, or of a sub-class of these, or of a sub-class of dcat:Resource
defined in a DCAT profile or other DCAT application. dcat:Resource is effectively an extension
point for defining a catalog of any kind of resource. dcat:Dataset and dcat:DataService can be used
for datasets and services which are not documented in any catalog.

• dcat:Dataset represents a dataset. A dataset is a collection of data, published or curated by a
single agent. Data comes in many forms including numbers, words, pixels, imagery, sound and
other multi-media, and potentially other types, any of which might be collected into a dataset.

• dcat:Distribution represents an accessible form of a dataset such as a downloadable file.

• dcat:DataService represents a data service. A data service is a collection of operations accessible
through an interface (API) that provide access to one or more datasets or data processing functions.

• dcat:CatalogRecord represents a metadata item in the catalog, primarily concerning the registration
information, such as who added the item and when.

SMARDY: 13th July 2022 11



Chapter 4. Metadata standard representations 4.1. Data Catalog Vocabulary

Figure 4.1: Overview of DCAT model, showing the classes of resources that can be members of a Catalog,
and the relationships between them (from the standard). Figure directly copied from https://www.w3.org/TR/
vocab-dcat-2/#qualified-attribution

SMARDY: 13th July 2022 12
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Chapter 4. Metadata standard representations 4.1. Data Catalog Vocabulary

A dataset in DCAT is defined as a “collection of data, published or curated by a single agent, and available
for access or download in one or more serializations or formats”. A dataset is a conceptual entity, and
can be represented by one or more distributions that serialize the dataset for transfer. Distributions of
a dataset can be provided via data services.

A data service typically provides selection, extraction, combination, processing or transformation oper-
ations over datasets that might be hosted locally or remote to the service. The result of any request to
a data service is a representation of a part or all of a dataset or catalog. A data service might be tied
to specific datasets, or its source data might be configured at request- or run-time. A data distribution
service allows selection and download of a distribution of a dataset or subset. A data discovery service
allows a client to find a suitable dataset.

Other kinds of data service include data transformation services, such as coordinate transformation
services, re-sampling and interpolation services, and various data processing services, including simulation
and modelling services.

Note that a data service in DCAT is a collection of operations or API which provides access to data.
An interactive user-interface is often available to provide convenient access to API operations, but its
description is outside the scope of DCAT. The details of a particular data service endpoint will often be
specified through a description conforming to a standard service type, which complement the scope of
the DCAT vocabulary itself.

Descriptions of datasets and data services can be included in a catalog. A catalog is a kind of dataset
whose member items are descriptions of datasets and data services. Other types of things might also
be cataloged, but the scope of DCAT is currently limited to datasets and data services. To extend the
scope of a catalog beyond datasets and data services it is recommended to define additional sub-classes of
dcat:Resource in a DCAT profile or other DCAT application. To extend the scope of service descriptions
beyond data distribution services it is recommended to define additional sub-classes of dcat:DataService
in a DCAT profile or other DCAT.

A catalog record describes an entry in the catalog. Notice that while dcat:Resource represents the dataset
or service itself, dcat:CatalogRecord is the record that describes the registration of an item in the catalog.
The use of dcat:CatalogRecord is considered optional. It is used to capture provenance information about
entries in a catalog explicitly. If this is not necessary then dcat:CatalogRecord can be safely ignored.

More recently, CKAN allows for various vocabularies that can be used for describing datasets:

• Dublin core: these are the most well-known and basic. Dublin core terms includes the class
dct:Dataset.

• DCAT - vocabulary for catalogs of datasets (which was already the default standard)

• VoID - vocabulary of interlinked datasets. Specifically designed for describing rdf datasets. Perfect
except for the fact that it is focused on RDF

• SCOVO: this is more oriented to statistical datasets but has a scovo:Dataset class.

At the present CKAN uses mostly DCAT, but Dublin Core is preferred because is the de-facto standard
for interlinking metadata with external repositories like Zenodo or re3data.org (for discovery).

A typical example schema might look like:
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<rdf:RDF xmlns:foaf="http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/" xmlns:owl="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#"

xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#"

xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"

xmlns:dcat="http://www.w3.org/ns/dcat#"

xmlns:dct="http://purl.org/dc/terms/">

<dcat:Dataset rdf:about="http://127.0.0.1:5000/dataset/worldwide-shark-attacks">

<owl:sameAs rdf:resource="urn:uuid:424bdc8c-038d-4b44-8f1d-01227e920b69"></owl:sameAs>

<dct:description>Shark attacks worldwide</dct:description>

<dcat:keyword>sharks</dcat:keyword>

<dcat:keyword>worldwide</dcat:keyword>

<foaf:homepage rdf:resource="http://127.0.0.1:5000/dataset/worldwide-shark-attacks"></foaf:homepage>

<rdfs:label>worldwide-shark-attacks</rdfs:label>

<dct:identifier>worldwide-shark-attacks</dct:identifier>

<dct:title>Worldwide Shark Attacks</dct:title>

<dcat:distribution>

<dcat:Distribution>

<dcat:accessURL rdf:resource="https://api.scraperwiki.com/api/1.0/datastore/sqlite?format=csv&amp;

name=worldwide_shark_attacks&amp;query=select+*+from+‘Europe‘&amp;apikey="></dcat:accessURL>

</dcat:Distribution>

</dcat:distribution>

<dcat:distribution>

<dcat:Distribution>

<dcat:accessURL rdf:resource="https://api.scraperwiki.com/api/1.0/datastore/sqlite?format=csv&amp;

name=worldwide_shark_attacks&amp;query=select+*+from+‘Australia‘&amp;apikey="></dcat:accessURL>

</dcat:Distribution>

</dcat:distribution>

<dct:creator>

<rdf:Description>

<foaf:name>Ross</foaf:name>

<foaf:mbox rdf:resource="mailto:ross.jones@okfn.org"></foaf:mbox>

</rdf:Description>

</dct:creator>

<dct:contributor>

<rdf:Description>

<foaf:name>Ross</foaf:name>

<foaf:mbox rdf:resource="mailto:ross.jones@okfn.org"></foaf:mbox>

</rdf:Description>

</dct:contributor>

<dct:rights rdf:resource="http://www.opendefinition.org/licenses/odc-pddl"></dct:rights>

</dcat:Dataset>

</rdf:RDF>

Even more, the CKAN platform allows for customizing dataset and resource metadata fields using IData-
setForm. Storing additional metadata for a dataset beyond the default metadata above in CKAN is a
common use case. CKAN provides a simple way to do this by allowing you to store arbitrary key/value
pairs against a dataset when creating or updating the dataset. These appear under the “Additional
Information” section on the web interface and in ‘extras’ field of the JSON when accessed via the API.

Default extras can only take strings for their keys and values, no validation is applied to the inputs and
you cannot make them mandatory or restrict the possible values to a defined list. By using CKAN’s
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IDatasetForm plugin interface, a CKAN plugin can add custom, first-class metadata fields to CKAN
datasets, and can do custom validation of these fields.

4.2 Dublin Core Metadata Element Set

Finally, another element used to define metadata elements is the Dublin Core. The Dublin Core, also
known as the Dublin Core Metadata Element Set (DCMES), is a set of fifteen "core" elements (properties)
for describing resources. This fifteen-element Dublin Core has been formally standardized as ISO 15836,
ANSI/NISO Z39.85, and IETF RFC 5013. The resources described using the Dublin Core may be
digital resources (video, images, web pages, etc.) as well as physical resources such as books or works
of art. Dublin Core metadata may be used for multiple purposes, from simple resource description
to combining metadata vocabularies of different metadata standards, to providing interoperability for
metadata vocabularies in the linked data cloud and Semantic Web implementations.

The original DCMES Version 1.1 consists of 15 metadata elements, defined this way in the original
specification:

• Contributor – “An entity responsible for making contributions to the resource”.

• Coverage – “The spatial or temporal topic of the resource, the spatial applicability of the resource,
or the jurisdiction under which the resource is relevant”.

• Creator – “An entity primarily responsible for making the resource”.

• Date – “A point or period of time associated with an event in the lifecycle of the resource”.

• Description – “An account of the resource”.

• Format – “The file format, physical medium, or dimensions of the resource”.

• Identifier – “An unambiguous reference to the resource within a given context”.

• Language – “A language of the resource”.

• Publisher – “An entity responsible for making the resource available”.

• Relation – “A related resource”.

• Rights – “Information about rights held in and over the resource”.

• Source – “A related resource from which the described resource is derived”.

• Subject – “The topic of the resource”.

• Title – “A name given to the resource”.

• Type – “The nature or genre of the resource”.

Each Dublin Core element is optional and may be repeated. The DCMI has established standard ways to
refine elements and encourage the use of encoding and vocabulary schemes. There is no prescribed order
in Dublin Core for presenting or using the elements. The Dublin Core became a NISO standards, Z39.85,
and IETF RFC 5013 in 2007, ISO 15836 standard in 2009 and is used as a base-level data element set
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for the description of learning resources in the ISO/IEC 19788-2 Metadata for learning resources (MLR)
– Part 2: Dublin Core elements, prepared by the ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 36.

An encoding example:

<meta name="DC.Format" content="video/mpeg; 10 minutes" />

<meta name="DC.Language" content="en" />

<meta name="DC.Publisher" content="publisher-name" />

<meta name="DC.Title" content="HYP" />
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5
SMARDY–Specific Metadata Representation

This chapter will address two points. First, Section 5.1 will describe the intersection between the already
existent standards (Chapter 2) and the FAIR principles. Secondly, Section 5.2 will describe the additional
metadata objects that might be integrated as part of the SMARDY metadata representation on top of
the already existent DCAT vocabulary implemented in CKAN. These additional classes are related to
specific technical requirements of the SMARDY platform, and to the additional services that will make
SMARDY a differential FAIR data repository.

5.1 Requirements for FAIRness in SMARDY

Table 5.1 shows the relation between mandatory requirements for FAIR data repositories, and the ele-
ments of the DCAT vocabulary that satisfy such requirements. Figure 4.1 shows the classes and the
interactions that define the DCAT vocabulary. All terms conforming the DCAT metadata model are
elements from the Dublin Core catalogue of metadata terms [9]).

Table 5.1: Table relating each mandatory FAIR point to the Class–Property of the DCAT model

FAIR principle FAIR requirement DCAT element
Findability F1 – 01D Data is identified by a persistent identifier dct:identifier

F4 – 01M Metadata is offered/published/exposed in such
a way that it can be harvested and indexed

dct:conformsTo,
dct:title

Accessibility A1 – 01M Metadata includes information about access
conditions

dcat:Distribution

A1 – 01D Data can be accessed manually (i.e. with human
intervention)

dcat:accessURL

A1 – 03D Data identifier resolves to a digital object dct:identifier
A1.2 – 01M Metadata includes information relevant for
access control

dct:accessRights

A2 – 01M Metadata is guaranteed to remain available
after data is no longer available

dcat:Catalog

Interoperability I1 – 01M Metadata uses knowledge representation ex-
pressed in standardised format

dct:conformsTo
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I1 – 02M Metadata uses machine–understandable know-
ledge representation

dct:conformsTo

Reusability R1 – 01M Sufficient metadata is provided to allow reuse,
following domain/discipline–specific metadata standard

dct:conformsTo

R1.1 – 01D Metadata includes information about the li-
cense under which the data can be reused

dct:license

R1.1 – 03M Metadata includes license information in the
appropriate element of the metadata standard used

dcat:Distribution

There are some mandatory requirements listed in Chapter 2 which do not seem to appear in Table 5.1
or do appear but deserve some further comments:

• Requirements F1 – 01M (Metadata is identified by a persistent identifier) and A1
– 02M (Metadata identifier resolves to a metadata record). There are two options to
address these points related to the use of persistent and unique identifiers for metadata files. In
DCAT, metadata files are represented by the class CatalogRecord. However, this class does not
have an identifier property. Nonetheless, its uniqueness can be derived from the uniqueness of
its corresponding data set, linked to the metadata file by the property primaryTopic. Another
possible solution would be to declare a class for metadata files that has the Resource class as a
parent, inheriting the identifier property, as it is the case for the Dataset, Catalog and DataService
classes.

• Requirement F4 – 01M (Metadata is offered/published/exposed in such a way that
it can be harvested and indexed). The integration between the CatalogRecord as part of a
Catalog, with both of them characterized by their own properties and their explicit relation to the
Dataset class, account the metadata representation with enough descriptive information and links
to other resources. Moreover, the conforms to property of the CatalogRecord class stands for the
standard to which the metadata file complies for, which eases the allocation of the metadata within
a specific type of format.

• Requirement A1.1 – 01M (Metadata is accessible through a free access protocol). As
it has been stated for Requirement A1–01D, there is an URL property to make resources easily
accessible by a widespread protocol. However, this property is not included in the CatalogRecord
class. Thus, this requirement arises the same questions as requirements on metadata’s persistent
identifier (Requirements F1 – 01M and A1 – 02M).

• Requirement 2 – 01M (Metadata is guaranteed to remain available after data is no
longer available). This requirement is not directly guaranteed by the use of the DCAT metadata
model. However, the existence of classes such as Catalog enable to gather CatalogRecord objects
independently from the Dataset objects, which, in last instance, is a potential match to the afore-
mentioned requirement.

5.2 Requirements for specific SMARDY services

The following items cover with more depth the SMARDY services already listed in Section 2.2:
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• Blockchain information. One of the technical novelties of SMARDY is its blockchain technology.
This implies to store a the information between the interaction between platform assets and its
clients, taking place in the form of transactions that will be stored in the system’s blockchain.

• Watermarking. This feature of the SMARDY platform aims to detect leaked copies of data within
the platform. Each customer acquiring a dataset from the repository, will obtain a watermarked
copy of it. Thus, in case of leak, the watermark could be extracted and trace back the user behind
the unfaithful redistribution.

• Statistical fingerprinting. It could be the case that a user tried to upload to the SMARDY platform
a portion or full copy of an already uploaded dataset. In such case, the statistical fingerprinting
service would enable the platform to detect the existence of such duplicates. The technology is
based on a localy sensitive hashing algorithm, returning a unique hash identifier for the file. Then,
hashes can be compared, scoring their similarity to quantify the overlap of content.

• Versioning. This service is technically very similar to the statistical fingerprinting one, but it
assumes a different scenario. Ideally, research outcomes should be linked to the exact version of
the data that was finally used to obtain them. However, versioning is defined on a timeline basis,
and this does not define the informational similarity between different data versions. This ends up
tampers the reproducibility of the research results. The versioning service of SMARDY aims to
keep trace of the informational distance between different versions of the same original data set,
helping to assess if different research outcomes rely on too different data sets or not. To do so,
it is necessary to integrate as part of the metadata the statistical parameters characterising each
version, in order to compare them across multiple versions.

• Users rating. Another important aspect of the SMARDY platform is the interaction between
agents and the resources. On this matter, it would be of interest to have a bidirectional flow of
information. Not only sellers information would be related to specific data assets, but also an
evaluation by the consumers, based on the quality of the data.

A suggested, draft layout of the additional SMARDY-specific metadata is presented below in JSON
format. The bc (blockchain), adv (automatic data versioning), and stat_finger (statisitcal fingerprinting)
subfields provide the relevant metadata needed for different functionalities of the SMARDY platform.
This SMARDY-specific metadata will be appended to the default metadata used for a given data type.

{

"smardy_meta": {

"bc":{

"block_hash": "TBC",

"block_writer": "TBC"

},

watermarking:{

"watermarked": "TRUE",

"TBC": "TBC",

},

"stat_finger": {

"tlsh": "c278737a675aa3a0651cf1ccf607521f119926803762bd165ba8673495b0ad40",

"nrows": "5",

"ncol": "",

"missingness": "TBC",
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"TBC": "TBC"

},

"adv": {

"version_id": "TBC",

"pca_number": "3",

"pca_variance_explained": "81%"

"pca_loadings": {

"PC1": ["0.85","0.96","0.21","-0.55","-0.76"],

"PC2": ["0.26","0.67","-0.7","0.01","0.33"],

"PC3": ["0.44","0.08","-0.8","-0.36","0.45"]

}

},

"user_rating": {

"n_rating": "21",

"average_score": "8.2"

}

}

}
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